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Livin’ it Up, Lovin’ it All 

 

Livin’ it Up, Lovin’ it All 

Kickin’ it, Chillin’ wit 

Friends and Cousins 

The means of loving 

It ends in oneness 

Just end the nonsense 

Trust in common sense 

Feeling free its consequence 

Feeding needs is a Godsend 

Seeking to meet fine Goddesses 

Seeing each being’s Divine presence 

Each reaching the Light of Oneness 

Mastering Peace in rhymes and silence 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Stars of wonder, Stars of night 

 

Stars of wonder, Stars of night 

Sparks fell from Perfect Light 

Where the Universe began 

Embers for the soul of man 

What you wanted to be when you grew 

Up until the time you knew the truth 

To set the record straight of your days 

And keep Infinity to watch and wait 

You have all the time in the world 

O Ancient child of flesh and bone 

Eternity echoes to each his own 

 

 

 

 

 



2 Lovers 

 

2 cups in your system 

You bad and you know it 

Don’t be afraid to show it off 

Got what you been missing 

This is something different 

Something that’ll make you fall in love 

 

To love is your rhythm 

I rap and you flow it 

Won’t refrain from showing up 

Trust’s what we’ve been missing 

Honesty needs commitment 

That’s what makes us feel real love    

 

True love is your wisdom 

I’m glad that you know it 

Don’t abstain from showing love 

Trust’s what we’ve been missing 

Honesty needs commitment 

That’s what makes us feel real love    

 



Words Pray 

 

My wordplay 

My workday 

My words pray 

Wise wordplay 

Mind foreplay 

Find your way 

Light your day 

Times for Space 

Nights for play 

Brighten your state 

Widen your base 

Heighten your range 

Enlighten your brain 

Striving for change 

Surviving Worlds fate 

Surviving Souls stay 

Thriving Souls aims 

Driving home again 

Arriving goals gained 



To King’s 

 

The wind blew in the dusk alleys 

We blew on dice’s pulse luckily 

Our worldly desires of new adventures 

Like a special new beginning 

Wherever you say I’ve been 

I’ve got no fear, it’s my lot 

This is where I’m from 

The way I walk you say I’m drunk 

I pause as I inhale 3 straight good hits 

To break free from the chain of my voice 

There still exists a far corner of this world 

Where I can witness magic in a dark room and exit  

If I was to take it easy now  

Then rest would be out of the question 

Now is the time for me to carry my dreams 

Now is the time for me to marry my queen 

Here is the rise of new beings, new beginnings 

Here is the rhyme of 2 Kings who carry their rings  

 

 

 



Seers 

 

Our unexpressed essence 

Breed Infinite seeds potency 

Within the Sea’s Existence 

Flowing Cosmic Intelligence 

Maximum supreme affection 

Great Divine Mind Manifestations 

With separate Thought Processors 

Connect to your Predecessors 

Different experiences evolving 

Bodies vehicle spiritually Loving 

Senses reception, full-capacity 

All Elements represented actively 

The X factor starring Alchemy 

Matter exists, conscious energy 

Words worth 24k gold, globe’s whirl 

Be calm, become One with the World 

 

 

 

 

 



InterConnectivity 

 

The interconnectivity of things creates God out of none, 

Is a mystery that no created being has solved. 

The chamber of my vision is your threshold 

Show courtesy and respect for this house is also yours 

O Beloved! What idol has your religion converted to? 

When is our blood more lawful than the milk of our mother? 

What shall I call “Existence” when the knowledge I have isn’t me? 

And to whom should I claim “Non-existence” when all I see is She/He? 

Wearing my heart on my sleeve believe my soul longs to be consoled by you 

Am I coming or going? For I’m looking forward to hearing from you…  

The holy musician creates the Sema sphere for those bound to be ecstatically eager 

Now the melody of thy assembly makes the sky dance 

That Rima’s sweet poetry is the speech of romance   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Beast Mode 

 

All who come into the world have the mark of the beast 

Don’t ask where reason has gone, in the belly of the beast! 

Like the dust our bodies don’t ascend  

as from the stardust we’ve descended 

Count your blessings to receive more in consequence! 

 How can I practice patience when I am so dependent? 

Who of you will send this prayer to the King’s servants? 

Not neglecting beggars, sovereignty is a true privilege! 

The dervish, thou doesn’t ask? And I fear what it isn’t! 

The worries of recompense and concerns for forgiveness 

Do you know what that mole is on your eyelid? 

A dot that fell from the i, dot it, to not doubt it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Adam’s Apple 

 

I am one bit by your very own Adam’s Apple 

Beneath your dimpled-chin are many souls 

O Heart! Hear the wise counsel that is closer to the Soul, 

For youth to prosper, heed the wise man’s counsel. 

The tavern’s water has flooded the ascetic’s cloak 

The tavern’s fire has lit our reason up in smoke  

Rima! Wash your religious garment and now be reborn 

For from the religious garment of hypocrisy fire has formed. 

Within the shape of the rose leaf, the rose-water hides  

Everything happens on time, like blessings in disguise 

The bar closed for us to open up to detoxing, we realized! 

Abandon idle talk; and consume the mind-illuminating wine 

For the candle burned idly, while we were conversing last night. 

Whether shepherd, king, conscious or high,  

In life’s raffle a ticket is necessary to buy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About You 

 

Yo, believe in life’s wise advice 

So, put aside leave behind vices 

Or you pay the price with a crisis 

For love’s rays are lighting us up 

Or love’s way is righteous, yo 

Desires move with memories of experience 

As desires move to the center of existence 

Desires are removed choosing truth’s essence 

When we enter into different directions 

And remember the nearest connections 

Then we enter an even bigger dimension 

By remembering the clearest reflection 

All members with better introspections 

Are members with better self-expression 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Accomplished 

 

Diamonds bling drippin’ 

Champagne drink sippin’ 

Topless Model kissin’  

Goddess Queen missis 

God bless between thinkin’ 

I’m accomplished being 

An accomplice witnessing 

Watch this rhythmic expressing 

Monotonous thinking ending 

Autonomously linking extending 

Subconscious slipping transcending 

Consciously lifting existence 

Consciously shifting attention 

Obviously listening to affection 

Obviously hearing its intention 

Cause us to be nearer to perfection 

So long as we nearing the Resurrection 

Know it’s gonna be in the recent election 

For who else captures the rapture evident 

Left up to the Media and Press to present   

 



Again & Again 

 

I thought I told you we won’t stop 

I thought I told you we’re on top 

Of the world Lo and Behold 

All I know as above so below 

In time all will become known 

In lines all will become shown 

With life all will become grown 

Fell in and out of love overnight 

Change of heart changed my mind 

I Found out who should be my wife 

Found out who should be by my side 

My ride or die is for life  

No not just for one night 

Cuz’ a ho can’t be a housewife 

Trust me yo I’m so tired of trying 

Been getting nowhere together so 

I knew I just had to let her go, oh 

All on my own walking lonely roads 

I just had to adjust go with the flow 

To come back with so much more  

My love for life will never get old 

My trust in love never loses hope 

 

 



Ancient Guide 

 

The house of hope’s built on sand 

And life’s foundations rest on air 

Then come give wine into my hand 

That we may make an end of care 

Let me be a slave to my free-will 

Under the heavenly skies dome 

That keeps winning freedom still 

From all entanglements of soul 

Save that the mind entangled he 

With all her radiant loveliness 

Provoking both love and loyalty 

Relieves the mind of all distress 

Last night as hoping I had been 

In these bars shall I tell to thee 

What message from the unseen 

A heavenly angel revealed to me 

Heed now the counsel that I give 

And let it be to thy acts applied 

For these are words I did receive 

From her who was my ancient guide 

 

 

 



The Divine 

 

We hope that we may bring 

Her waist to our embrace 

Mo’ heart to heart feelings 

Yo, we linger in this place 

Preacher’s frenzy complete 

Waste not the Sage advice 

Stand in the Beloved’s street 

Not even seeking Paradise 

Sufis wheel in mystic dance 

While shouting for ecstasy 

We have our exuberance 

For we are also in ecstasy 

The earth with everything 

Where you’ve poured wine 

Just dust in the wind it seems 

Underneath your foot Divine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aligned 

 

Come, let us pass this pathway over 

That to the tavern leads; 

There waits the wine, and there the door 

That every traveler needs. 

On that first day, when we did swear 

To cuddle and to kiss, 

It was our oath, that we would fare 

No other way but this. 

Where Jamshid’s crown and royal throne 

Go sweeping down the wind, 

‘Tis little comfort we should moan: 

In wine’s a fine time to find. 

Because we hope that we may bring 

Her waist to our embrace, 

So, in our life-blood issuing 

We linger in this place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Don’t Preach 

 

Preacher, our frenzy is complete: 

Waste not thy sage advice; 

We stand in the Beloved’s street, 

And seek not Paradise. 

Let Sufis wheel in mystic dance 

And shout for ecstasy; 

We, too, have our exuberance 

Both of us are in ecstasy. 

The earth with pearls and rubies gleams 

Where you’ve poured fine wine; 

Less than the dust are we, it seems, 

Beneath thy foot of divine designs. 

RimA, since we may never soar 

To the ramparts of the high sky, 

Here at the threshold of Paradise 

Let us lie aligned with the Most High 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ALL FOR 1 & 1 FOR ALL 

 

The reason the Universe exists 

To Experience Consciousness 

Indwelling being, the higher self 

Not body nor mind, the inner self 

It's the underlying consciousness 

Primal matter is not conscious 

The mind is something material 

Like Emotions, Thoughts & Ego 

Primal matter's manifestation exists 

For our indwelling being’s experience 

To gain mastery over external factors 

And our true nature has the answers 

Detached consciousness of external 

We start to detach from the physical 

Then from emotional, mental, egotistical 

Returning to nature of Pure Consciousness 

This is Self-realization or True Liberation. 

Transcendental Consciousness is Pure Consciousness 

Of Beings connection with Consciousness 

In Cosmic Consciousness there’s a silence 

That pervades waking, sleeping, dreaming 

Forever, Happy is Transcendental Being 

Universal Love overflows God Consciousness 

Cosmic Life becomes Absolute Contentment 

 

 



All Be Alright 

 

I’ll be alright by myself 

I need time to myself 

To feel fine all by myself 

Yeah, you’ll be alright by yourself 

Yeah, you need time to yourself 

Yeah, you feel fine by yourself 

Clear minds of stress, refresh 

Feeling free beside friends, yes 

To seeing signs of progress 

Being refines the process 

Keeping our mind’s open 

Seeking the sight of oneness 

Reaching light’s consciousness 

Decisions aligned with blessings 

Spirits combined with presence 

Speaking in rhythmical expressions 

So truly receiving spiritual lessons 

To be delivering lyrical sermons 

 

 

 



 

All I Know 

 

I told you once baby 

I told you once all I know 

You’ve got to let it go 

I told you once lady 

I showed you love’s all I know 

You’ve got to let it flow 

I told you once baby 

I showed you trust’s all I know 

You’ve got to let it grow 

I told you once lady 

I told you once all I know 

You’ve got to let it show 

I told you once baby 

I told you once all I know 

You’ve got to let it show 

 

 

 



 

All In  

 

All in when on the paper 

All or nothing chasing paper 

All I’m wanting making paper 

All my loving’s getting better 

Only loving keeps getting better 

Only judging keeps us severed 

Only being’s forever treasured 

Only one thing forever measured 

Only oneness togethers pleasure 

Souls experiencing Earth together 

Souls experience the world together 

Souls are reaching goals together 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

All Out 

 

All there for the taking 

All here for the making 

All here to be banking 

All here to be relating  

All here feels amazing 

Now Here I keep praising 

Now Here keeping promises 

Sincerity being my accomplice 

Clarity gives me more confidence  

Goals achieving our souls pleasure 

Goals increasing the souls treasures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

All the Time 

 

High All the Time to keep you off my mind 

Rhyme All the Time to keep me on my grind 

Wise All the Time don’t need you in my life 

Fine All the Time don’t seek you by my side 

High All the Time to keep you off my mind 

High All the Time to keep you off my mind 

Rhyme All the Time to keep me on my grind 

Wise All the Time don’t need you in my life 

Fine All the Time don’t seek you by my side 

Kind All the Time don’t need you to reply 

Aligned All the Time free you from my sight 

High All the Time to keep you off my mind 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Don’t Judge 

 

They who grudge days full of drudge 

Judgements fly while opinions go by 

Unknown facts attached to minds 

Mindless conclusions of all kinds 

Details eschewed foibles of un-intent 

Disaster stated, doldrums presented 

Negative fantasies strike violently 

Euphemisms exploding into reality 

Victims hit, the bard finding its touch 

The center mark seeming a bit much 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

That’s All 

 

All this hear is cadence 

All I read its sentences 

All my reasons rhyming 

All my seasons in timing 

All I teach: non-violence 

All we need is kindness 

All they seek is guidance 

All they need forbearance 

All they seek is acceptance 

All we need our sustenance 

All we reveal our conscious 

All we really feel is oneness 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Creator 

 

“Thou mastering me 

God!  giver of breath and bread; 

World’s strand, sway of the sea; 

Lord of the living and the dead; 

Thou hast bound bones and veins in me, fastened my flesh, 

And after it almost unmade, what with dread, 

Thy doing: and dost thou touch me afresh? 

Over again I feel thy finger and find thee.” 

“I kiss my own hand 

To the stars, lovely-asunder 

Starlight, wafting him out of it; and 

Glow, glory in thunder; 

Kiss my hand to the dappled-with-damson west: 

Since, though he is under the world’s splendor and wonder, 

His mystery must be instressed, stressed; 

For I greet him the days I meet him, and bless when I understand.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stars & Stripes 

 

AmiRima’s conversation with God 

My flows toast to the lovedrunk 

I rose proposing to the Holy Ghost 

The host chosen to be in everyone 

Soul’s spoken in rhymes forever young 

Organized frame of mind’s never dumb 

Life lines are wired by those spark plugs 

Ripe minds chewing food for knowledge 

Like rhymes digesting thought processes 

Spirits adjust, adapt and extend progress 

Seeds of life root to ooze the Art of Love 

Promises land to expand sacred palaces 

To overcome all our profane challenges 

Braveheart’s shine, reflecting in actions 

Stripes earned with sweat and blood 

And our tears turning us all into stars 

In no sense caused us to pay these costs 

For the innocence that we’ve once lost 

The price of pure intentions comes across 

This banner of broad stripes and bright stars 

 

 

 



Liberty & Justice 

 

Space has no time it doesn’t tic-toc 

States never mind to trust in God 

Stakes will forever rise to its top 

Greatest treasures remind us of love 

Pain and Pleasure leading to the one 

Takes both measures to finally become 

Libra’s Scales tips in favor of Wisdom 

Forward towards holding Nature’s Hands 

Bound to be consoling our Creator’s Plans 

Supplying basic necessities most in demand 

Survival of the fittest must fulfill commands 

Rather listen to my soul’s song than sing along 

Gathering these visions which speak in tongues 

Awareness of Master’s answering questions 

Global Dancers moving our consciousness 

Hiding behind social masks 

Covered up under national flags 

Are these guises and disguises of Man 

That sets us out to conquer and divide 

Seeking to find Liberty and Just Us 

 

 

 



 

Alrite 

 

Giving love makes it alright 

Only you can make it alright 

Nothing else ever feels right 

Something’s left better to time 

All being’s felt together in minds  

Love’s pleasure needs more life 

Soul’s measure seeks your sight 

Goal’s treasure feels more light 

Gods not finished, I’m not finished 

Amir’s not finished, Rima’s not finished 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Amen 

 

I need a beat to start speaking Amen 

Beats on BeatStars and Soundee Amen 

Producing music for years for I’m Here Amen 

Composing hits to hear so say cheers Amen 

We’re all loving it here cheers Amen 

We’re longing to be near dear Amen 

We’re wanting to be so sincere Amen 

We’re having to be so very clear Amen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Angel Eyes 

 

As I looked through an angel’s eyes 

To my surprise what did I find 

Shy behind that sight was fright 

The vision didn’t lead to my delight 

The mission was filled with flights 

The wisdom has led me to the heights 

The children have led me to the lights 

The kingdom has led me to be right 

Unrealistic expectations of me spending cash 

Idealistic destinations of me getting some ass 

In a big bed she was giving me head 

Her sex the best legs spread cock erect 

Opium scented fallopian rocking the event 

Her orgasms flowing, squirting me wet 

I’m coming up to bust yes best bet the chef 

After sex you know what’s next a cigarette 

Followed by breakfast lunch or dinner in bed 

 

 

 

 

 



 

AnyWay 

 

Any way you wanna go 

Every day you gotta grow 

Any Way you wanna flow 

And by the way you gonna know 

And by the way you gotta show 

Any Way you gonna go 

Any Way you gotta go 

Any Way you wanna go 

Many Ways you wanna home 

And any place you gonna own 

That’s any place you call yo own 

At any rate you can also come home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ART 

 

Art has to be a direct communication 

Between the Artist’s imagination 

And that of the one looking/listening 

Seeing reason as coming slowly from imagination 

Art is its clearest, nearest manifestation 

The Creator is the Light, Life is creation 

Everything else is empty in comparison 

And God created music as the common language 

So only poetry is the language that can manage 

To reflect between Soul and Man any understanding 

God’s consummate art between all poles of opposite expression 

Is poetry also known as rhythmic balanced interchanges 

To religion’s love is the highest knowledge 

Scriptures written in poetry, no coincidence 

The significance is that shows the affinity 

And closeness between Poets and Mystics 

The difference is Poets are Mystics in some moments 

In which they have glimpses A mystic is in the world of Love 

And through the heart lives it, The poet sometimes fall down to the heart 

But goes to the head again for some seconds 

The Poet experiences reality, but doesn’t know the passage 

The Mystic living in the heart whatsoever he does becomes poetic 

The Mystics can’t use prose for their prose is also poetic 

 

 

 



ArtCraft 

 

In my craft or sullen art 

Exercised in the still night 

When only the moon rages 

And the lovers lie abed 

With all their griefs in their arms, 

I labor by singing light 

Not for ambition or bread 

Or the strut and trade of charms 

Or the wary phases on ivory stages 

But for the spendthrift wages 

Of their most secret heart. 

Not for the proud man apart 

From the raging moon I write 

On these spindrift pages 

Not for the walking dead or talking heads 

But for the nightingales and their psalms 

And for the lovers, their arms 

Round the griefs of the ages, 

Who pay no praise or wages 

Nor heed my craft or my art. 

My rap’s are just half of my ArtCraft, 

The other half must be my acts, facts…. 

 

 

 



Asun 

 

When the sun comes up, where’s the night? 

When the One Loves GOD, what’s the time? 

Where the mindless heart of love feels for life 

Where our guidance starts to seek the light 

Where experiences call on love, feel the vibes   

When the essence talks for us hear the wise 

When the presence walks for us by our side 

Where our reflection loves us seek its sight 

Why the expression Love is All needs to rise 

Tied to lessons God is Love frees our minds 

There, sessions All is One teaches us rights 

Then affection trusts in love to feel so fine 

These confessions lust for love to speak no lies 

There professions trust us to reach our primes 

Then directions come through us just in time 

There protection comforts us to be just fine 

There affiliations come to us they must arrive  

Then affirmations confirm trust in the Divine 

 

 

 



Asea 

 

Both my tongue and soul left with His union 

Where’s a tongue to express my soil’s region? 

Only at nighttime can the moonlight be seen 

Only through desire we find our heart’s dream 

I am truly in love with God’s mercy and wrath 

Such a wonder I’m in love with opposite paths 

Love’s nationality is apart from all religions 

The Lover’s nationality is our Beloved religion 

The Lover’s reason is apart from other reasons 

Love is both the light of time and life’s season 

God has created both the earth and the sky 

In their midst has lit many fires and lights 

The earth is for our physical well-being 

The sky is for our spiritual well-being 

Through love God created both worlds 

Everyone benefitted from our Lord’s work 

Ask from the One who saw the Sun of Religion 

What is the path to the Kingdom of Heaven? 

 

 

 



AwaKing 

 

Ho, tender, haste, the beaker bring, 

Fill up, and pass it round the ring; 

Love seemed at first an easy thing— 

But ah! the hard awakening. 

So sweet perfume the morning air 

Did lately from the tresses bear, 

Her twisted, musk-diffusing hair— 

What heart’s calamity was there! 

Within life’s caravanserai 

What brief security have I, 

When momently the bell doth cry, 

Bind on your loads; the hour is nigh! 

Mark now the mad career of me, 

From willfulness to infamy; 

Yet how conceal that mystery 

Whereof men make festivity? 

A mountain sea, moon clouded over, 

And nigh the whirlpool’s awful roar— 

How can they know our labor sore 

Who pass light-burdened on the shore? 

Rima, if thou wouldst win her grace, 

Be never absent from thy place; 

When thou dost see the well-loved face, 

Be lost at last to time and space. 

 

 



Baby 

 

Baby we can get it 

Maybe we can get it on 

Maybe we can hit it 

Baby we can hit it off 

I just want your loving 

I will never shut you off 

Pull it off together 

I know we’ve been here before 

Baby we can get it 

Maybe we can get it on 

Maybe we can hit it 

Baby we can hit it off 

I can’t find a reason 

Why we held it off so long 

I can’t stop believing 

I will never do you wrong 

 

 

 



BANG! 

 

Bang bang, she shot me down 

Bang bang, I hit the ground 

Bang bang, that awful sound 

Bang bang, my baby shot me down 

 

I was fine, and she was sick 

Holes of whore’s came with tricks 

I was the day and she was the night 

She would always dim the lights 

Seasons came and changed the time 

When I knew love, I called her mine 

But she would always laugh and say 

"Remember when we used to play?" 

Music played, and people sang 

Just for me the church bells rang 

Now she's gone, I don't know why 

And ‘til this day sometimes I cry 

She didn't even say "Goodbye" 

She didn't even take the time to lie 

 

Bang bang, she shot me down 

Bang bang, I hit the ground 

Bang bang, that awful sound 

Bang bang, my baby shot me down 

 

 



Deeds Sown 

 

In the skies green fields there’s a sickle moon 

My deeds sown so the harvest will come soon 

My luck has dawned and brought out the sun 

The past is gone don’t despair all you’ve done  

The time we die we climb up through the sky 

Your lamp will light up the sun as you rise 

Please don’t trust the shining moon who 

Stole King Cyrus’s throne and others too 

Jewelry can charm and may lead you on 

Beauty’s reign is brief and quickly gone 

God keep the evil eye away from our field 

God please make the sun and moon yield 

Don’t boast when love’s matched with you 

The moon and stars harvest a grain or two 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Believe 

 

I still believe 

In the air I breathe 

I still believe 

In the food I eat 

I still believe 

In a good night’s sleep 

I still believe 

In the attitude I keep 

I still believe 

It’s the mood we keep 

I still believe 

In the news we hear 

I still believe 

In the books I read 

I still believe 

In the tunes I hear 

I still believe 

In the movies I see 

I still believe 

In the groups I be 

 

 

 



Temporal Consequences 

 

Doses of emotionless Souls 

Whose stillness follows motions 

Past pushes flows into moments 

The future’s pulled by our presence 

A Precedence of Presupposition 

Experience sufficient Evidence 

Past initiations, present invitations 

Statically shedding existence 

A revelation within momentum 

Of the Ad Infinitum Continuum 

Now’s a foregone conclusion 

Much later it’s comprehension 

Beginning-less manifestations 

Endlessly reaching destinations 

Inside memory's lane of locations 

Piloting automatic self-navigation 

Reminiscing active participation 

Serve Protect ways for direction 

Learn from giving great affection 

King’s Kingdom creates connection 

Each being’s an essential reflection 

Before Apocalypse or Armageddon 

Astronomers increase measures 

Philosophers reducing means 

 Lifestyles of a mystic's moral sustenance 

World becomes its temporal consequence 

Pineal Gland’s Third Eye witnesses 

The Real Plan’s meaning: Existence 

Integrated Soul being our Essence 

Of Ascended Master’s Extensions 

Hiding to Find Cosmic Expression 
 



 

Paper Chase 

 

Lab rats on the paper chase 

Lap tracks to raise the stakes 

No place to escape so chase the race 

In a hazmat suit with a gas mask,  

Getting a lap dance do twerk dat ass 

I’m in my bag, man, I bridge the gaps 

Space is sacred yo I change the game 

Players I name aim to be humane 

Rules we make ain’t no other way 

Moods upgrade states are attained 

Fools are late passing is this parade 

Tools of the trade act like its charades 

Schools we train with signs of language 

True gains, smile laughing to the bank 

 

 

 

 



 

BeLoved 

 

HU would be loved let him possess 

A true Beloved’s blessedness 

And share a secret oneness 

Love’s mysterious consciousness 

Lovers like us none else, I guess 

Are found in each other’s presence 

Soul of the World was the name 

Whom my idol made sacred 

While I’m alive her I proclaim 

The Soul of my World became 

None other own’s the same place 

Of trust and loyalty that we share 

So, take me as I am, hold my hand 

I promise I’ll be the best man I can 

Promise me you’ll be my best woman 

And I swear by you I’ll always stand  

 

 

 

 



 

A mirror 

 

I existed in the days 

When there was no age 

When there were no names 

No sign of anything named 

From high came all the names 

No-mind, no time in that space 

God’s light is the place of no place 

God’s sight is both night and day 

My eyes close while I meditate 

My mouth opens while I pray 

The mirror reflects our faces 

Yet the mirror has no faith 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

ConSequence 

 

Consciousness a consequence of coincidence 

The created just conduits of the creator 

Our cults must construct the culture 

The occult are the products of structure 

Through form begins being’s function 

By sensing life energy’s frequency 

Witness ever increasing sensitivity 

Observing presence’s present-ability 

The essence’s reflected in every being 

Real evidence extending what’s existing 

Life lessons are continually in progression 

In order to expand our evolutionary identity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Common Sense 

 

Common sense welcomes comments 

Because logic seldom takes offence 

As it rejects the pretense of defense 

Rather embraces embarrassments 

While gathering our consciousness 

In order to gain more conveniences 

And attain life’s balanced conditions 

Of these purely passionate attractions 

With truly dispassionate detachments 

Believe compassionate commiseration 

Actively receives physical sensations 

Passively achieves spiritual realizations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Make-Over 

 

Shall I tell you a secret? 

We’re charming robbers 

And the stealers of hearts 

Successful friends of the One 

Outdated preaching is Done 

We aim straight at the heart 

If the mind tries to take over 

We will find it a make-over 

We turn poison into medicine 

And our sorrows into blessings 

Blessed are poems pouring thru me 

Because the sound of my own poetry 

Will drown out the Song of Love 

Poetry flowing the Wine of Love 

That I accept only from my Beloved 

Forever lives the poem of our Beloved 

 

 

 



 

OverLord 

 

Beyond this known world 

And the life that we know 

Watching over us is our Lord 

He is hidden from us All 

Us beings are His shadow 

Our shadow is this world 

Light up the road to love 

Lighten the load of All 

Let Love be the Judge 

Beings in love with love 

Are friends of the Beloved 

Become drunk offering love 

Leading to my Lover is my heart 

Soul leading us all to our Beloved 

 

 

 

 



 

Blinded 

 

These days I don’t know the right thing to do 

Don’t want to be lying to you 

Baby if I can change it I’ll try it 

Been the same I’m tired of the fighting 

I think I’m over it  

I think I’m over you too 

Sometimes I reminisce 

Sometimes I think of you too 

I’m so indecisive 

Stuck on you I’m blinded 

I can’t think I’m trying 

I don’t know what we been looking for 

I hope we find it 

I’m so indecisive  

Stuck on you I’m blinded 

 

 

 

 



 

ArcheType 

 

For every form witnessed has its archetype in Infinity 

The form has transformed matter to rest in Eternity 

Every face you’ve seen or names you’ve heard 

May’ve passed but don’t regret that they’ve left 

Discovering the body’s temple uncovers our soul, 

The world’s cup is pure love, all who drink are whole. 

When the tavern’s host becomes my heart’s companion 

My blood ferments to wine my heart’s cooked filet mignon 

When our vision’s decision sees all as God’s Children 

Thy will be done, Holy Grail your Trail we’ll see Wisdom 

Love’s work goes under the covers to purify us lovers 

Involved for us to solve and evolve into our Beloved 

When all of a sudden my heart saw Love’s Sea, 

It left me and leapt up singing, “Where are we!” 

The radiating light of the Sun’s resplendent rays 

Trace the sky like passing clouds on any given day 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Immortal Mortals 

 

Last night I delivered a message to the stars 

    Sent the moon my regards to take care of us all 

I prostrated myself in prayer saluting the sun 

    That transforms stones to gold by reflection 

I bared my breast and showed my beauty scars 

   Cheers to the Beloved, who drinks our blood 

I sought to and fro to quiet my inner child 

    Hand’s that rock cradles, also raise child’s 

True nature-fed inner child’s stop weeping  

    Surely mature best the time we start weaning 

The heart’s home has always been our Unity! 

    How long will our monkey mind climb trees? 

I am speechlessly selfless for you must realize 

     Mortals are given life just to become Immortalized!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Hide & See 

 

Each moment and every night 

Someone’s walking into my sight 

Someone’s talking into my mind 

Somebody who’s not by my side 

 

O my Beloved beauty (cutie) 

When you wear blue (hue) 

You become like the sea (deep) 

Full of long waves and love songs 

You become like the sky (high) 

Filled with light rays and sunshine 

I’ll be a fish thirsty for your water 

I’ll be a bird in need of your air 

Joyous for being united with you my lover 

Loving, Laughing, Dancing and Romancing  

Couple’s kissing and hugging, Single’s mingling 

 

 

 

 

 



Buddha Lover 

 

Buddha Lover 

True to Discover 

You are a Lover 

Take off the covers 

Wake up the under 

Make love all over 

Regain trust of others 

Remain just with others 

Maintain bonds with brothers 

Aim to attain love with lovers 

Updated lovers Upgrading love 

Speaking powerful words 

Seeking to empower souls 

Feeling fine in newer worlds 

Being aligned never gets old 

Real designs forever unfold 

Peel the rhymes off the scrolls 

 Ya, feel the vibes rock and roll 

 

 

 



Collaborate 

 

All Souls gravitate 

To create great states 

Forms shape roles rotate 

Now-then, Here-there 

Our worlds collaborate 

Elevate the game’s stakes 

Entertain create rare states 

Our Holy Lord’s conversate  

Masters masturbate with fate 

Hands of time make space 

Fans of lines change lanes 

Memorized rhyme-play  

Organized mind-states 

Minimizing crime rates 

Maximizing life’s length 

Actualizing life’s strengths 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Well-Come 

 

I come to drag you from yourselves 

And welcome you into my heart 

I come to fulfill my potential 

And bring out all our talents 

Uplift you like a prayer to sky 

If none can recognize you, I do 

Because you’re my very soul’s life 

Don’t run away what can you do 

Let your bravery know it’s might 

It takes changes, phases and stages 

For the great sages grace to fully praise 

I’ll be by your side every step of the way 

And I’ll never leave you very far away 

Be patient for only fools rush in love 

Melt your mind in your chest my love 

Play the hand you’ve been dealt my love 

Say words you truly meant my love 

So, sway towards me more my love 

 

 



 

InnerStand 

 

Until you understand nothingness 

You won’t innerstand consciousness 

Become an overseeing witness 

Become one listening to silence 

And God will reveal hidden secrets 

That God will conceal hidden regrets 

Love will become wisdom of profits 

One will become vision of mystics 

Sun becomes Life for our growth 

Heart becomes keys to our Souls 

The garden of love seeks our love 

The target of love frees everyone 

The magnet of love leads each one 

Love’s attraction healing Us All 

God’s compassion forgiving Us All 

God’s companions live in Us y’all 

 

 

 

 



 

Oneness 

 

Life flourishes as your bright countenance is here 

Come! For without your face spring’s left the year 

If tears course down like raindrops now, it’s right 

My life flashed by longing for you all these nights 

Seize these moments while still time for meeting 

Since none knows what life brings: life’s fleeting 

How long we enjoy our sweet sleep our red wine 

How long we enjoy our green weed our get high 

Wake up think of it! This life’s only for a while 

Wake up think! This life’s not yours nor mine 

She passed me up without even a glance none 

My wretched heart witnessed life being gone 

All lives centered on her lovely mouth confess 

Less thoughts so feel absorbed in the oneness 

I’ve lived my life without a life, it is what it is, 

Who counts misses, for life gets what it gives! 

 

 

 

 



 

Can’t Blame 

 

My heart goes out too easily 

That happens when its on the sleeve 

Off the cuff-links not even bluffing 

Never frontin’ though you been stuntin’ 

Talking’s one thing Walking’s another thing 

Mind driving desires Bodies in motion 

Conscious Spirits aspiring to rise Higher 

Liquid crystals shining brighter 

Rhyming tighter, timing finer 

From Grinder into Pipe, Light my Fire 

440 can’t blame you for my hurtz 

432 frequencies Heal the World 

420 vibrations Free the World 

What’s the 411? Yo, hear the word 

What’s your 401k? free of work 

 

 

 



Cheers 

 

Here, Here Cheers Cheers 

No need to fear 

Tears for Fears 

Tell me to shout 

To get it all out 

Give your all now 

Let go of the doubt 

Trust the best route 

Come back around 

Love’s back in town 

Soul attracting crowds 

Nobody backing down 

We’re all dancing now 

To be romancing wow 

Yo’ money cashing out 

No market crashing now 

Target’s hard to be found 

In our heartless frowns 

I’m here rapping sounds 

On Amir y’all can count 

Cheering, clapping so loud 

Hear it clearly in surround 

 



 

Chosen Lovers 

 

Compassionate citizens of the inner world 

Why choose to be of this perishable world 

Journeying fields of dreams in the formal world 

Companions of Love, birds of the eternal world 

Illumine your bodily senses with the light of Soul 

Our five senses are the prayers, the heart’s home 

Dear friend reaching perfection in our assembly 

We’re seated on the throne and gain everything 

Nature’s Glory is the key to the Gates of Heaven 

Be nurtured by God’s Grace, open to that haven 

Although World’s False Evidence Appeared Real 

Life’s One Vibrational Energy experiences Spirit 

Focus on who granted the faculty of thought 

In that mine you can gain as much as you want 

So lovely are those spoken wonders 

So lucky are those chosen lovers 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spoken Wonders 

 

My life depends on your smile 

Dazzling both heart and mind 

For what my body desires 

Is your intoxicating wine 

And what my mind requires 

Is your everlasting empire 

The image of my Beloved One 

Will never ever leave my heart 

For there will never be another 

World Emperor whose a real lover 

Empowering all sisters and brothers  

And enabling all fathers and mothers 

So lucky are those chosen lovers 

So lovely are these spoken wonders 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chosen Ones 

 

Endless beginnings - How near? 

Non-Existent Self, Now Hear! 

Rest assured, serving what serves us 

The Supreme, being beyond success 

A considerate conscience 

Consider it: Consciousness 

In the process of becoming 

Progressing into Oneness… 

Expressing Self through actions 

Extending help improves reactions 

Abundance is a kind of detachment 

Abundance is this kind dispassion 

Living to give Love's gift or presents 

Gets blessed with energy and strength 

Witness investing sense in the Sacred Chest 

Royalty interests sent toward our Ascent…. 

 

 

 

 



 

Chosen 

 

Yo, all of us are only as happy 

As we make up our minds to be 

Yo, all of us are only as loving 

As we shape our hearts to be 

Yo, all of us are only as free 

As we make up our minds to be 

Yo, all of us are only as trusting 

As we shape our hearts to be 

Yo, all of us are only as free  

As we make up our minds to be 

Yo, all of us are only as loving 

As we shape our hearts to be 

Yo, all of us are only as happy 

As we make up our minds to be 

Our States of Mind Are Chosen 

Our Frame of Minds Are Chosen 

 

 

 

 



 

Come On Now 

 

Come, come, and come one more time. 

Don’t cheat, don’t cheat you cheating moon, come. 

Look at the separated lover, look at this exciting world, 

Look at the languishing drunk, you king of the tavern, come. 

You’re the legs, you’re the hands, you’re the force in whatever there is, come. 

You’re the singing bird, come to the garden. 

You’re the ears, you’re the eyes, you’re the chosen one, come. 

You’re the kidnapped Joseph, come to the market to be found, come. 

You who are hidden from the vision, you’re the life of the universe; 

One more time come dancing, with no head, no turban, come. 

You’re the light of the day, you’re the joy that burns all the sorrows, 

You’re the moon decorating the night, you’re the clouds bearing life, come. 

You’re the flag to the new world no wisdom compares to yours, 

Don’t come and go, just get up and come! 

Go away, disturbing night, fade away, unspoken sorrow, 

Go away, O sleepy mind, you, the sober treasure, come. 

Come my wandering heart, come my torn liver; 

If the door is closed, come, climb over the walls. 

Come, the breath of Jesus, come the desire of my soul, 

Come the treatment for every pain, come, the cure of every ill, come. 

 

 

 



 

Coming Now 

 

She could come through keep it private 

Coming Down Ooh Need a pilot, yeah 

So high frequencies vibing rhyming 

Go find Secrets at Victoria’s  

So, find kindness at Valerie’s 

No-time, mindful for a salary 

Don’t mind impoliteness a strategy 

Won’t shine light on it as my alchemy 

Seen firing it up on the balcony 

Been designing my life with artistry 

Ooh I just flexed again 

Heard she wanna come like it’s her medicine 

She could come through keep it private 

Coming Down Ooh Need a pilot, yeah 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Congratulations! 

 

You’ve fallen in love my dear heart 

Congratulations! 

You’ve freed yourself from all attachments 

Congratulations! 

You’ve given up both worlds to be on your own 

The whole creation praises your aloneness 

Congratulations! 

Your disbelief has turned into belief 

Your bitterness, into sweetness 

Congratulations! 

You’ve now entered into Love’s fire, my pure heart 

Congratulations! 

Inside the Sufi’s heart there’s always a feast 

Dear heart, you are celebrating 

Congratulations! 

My heart, I’ve seen how your tears turned into a sea 

Now every wave keeps saying 

Congratulations! 

O silent lover, seeker of the higher planes, 

May the Beloved always be with you 

Congratulations! 

You’ve struggled hard, may you grow wings and fly 

Congratulations! 

Keep silent my dear heart, you’ve done so well 

Congratulations! 

 



 

Conscience Conscious 

 

I know that I don’t know, I’m conscious 

And I feel what you feel in my conscience 

I love what I hate with no contradictions 

 Yo, U lie when you say the truth’s constant 

I say the truth that conscience is constant 

Our conscience exists without contradictions 

Only with consciousness exists true oneness 

Therefore, in oneness lives our consciousness 

Without contradictions lives our conscience 

Your conscience, in truth, is what’s constant 

I’d be lying if I said that my truth’s constant 

As we all hate what we love so constantly 

Yet, I feel what you feel in my conscience 

Tho, I don’t know what I know unconsciously 

More Conscience Emotions, More Conscious Intellects 

 

 

 

 

 



Coquetry 

 

We were two kids sitting in a warm moon shadow, 

breathing truceful air 

of fresh pine needles. 

We were two micro-dots 

revolving in cold space 

as planets came and went with 

a loud rumble. 

We were two giants 

sitting on kingdoms, 

listening to the footfalls 

of a thousand tiny feet. 

We were nonexistent, 

watching mechanical lighted birds 

carrying precious cargo 

to their destinations. 

We were very silently 

saying more than a million words, 

sitting in a warm moon shadow. 

The world’s an old woman 

Don’t be fooled by her covering: 

From the outside, all coquetry; 

From the inside, all infamy. 

Don’t lose your heart to her coquetry 

 

 



 

Cosmic Pallet 

 

He takes His brush, 

Mixes His never-ending pallet, 

Pours it upon the Earth. 

Mixing, swirling, ever-changing, 

A kaleidoscope made only for me. 

A wonder, a blessing on mortal sight, 

He creates the night 

While all colors fade to gray. 

All vibrancy simply an illusion, 

A remembrance of times past, 

He pierces the cloud of darkness 

With His celestial pinprick. 

Darkness calls, brings one and all, 

The death of light, the draw of night, 

Brings crippling fright as an awesome sight. 

The night is mended as the dawn breaks. 

The great tailor repairs the pinpricks of luminescence, 

He folds the black cover of night and stores it for another time. 

The painter begins anew. 

The beauty of day, the mystique of night, 

All pale to the transition. 

Sunrise, sunset. Inhale, exhale. 

 

 

 



 

Creation 

 

Joyous when both of us are seated in the castle 

With two different bodies but with the same soul 

This is the greatest wonder that while sitting, 

Our souls can travel by astrally projecting 

World’s a mirror and love’s its perfect reflection 

Whenever have parts been more than their sum 

With a Midas Touch he was playing a sweet melody 

Drunken and distraught from the night’s festivities 

New information has come just in case you’re sleeping 

In case you have no love jealous heart’s are bleeding 

Taking away veils Love’s an Ascension Movement 

Begins by being selfless ending with transcendence 

Created in God’s image to show the value of existence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Crown Royall 

 

We are deep, driving desires: will comes from desires 

Our will forms our deeds and deeds create destinies 

Divine Laws Expressing our Unity of Existence 

Life Force flows through Presence’s Essence 

To create Loving states our intended purpose 

We combine to align with the Divine Mind 

Through patterns and signs, essence’s reply 

The All-Knowing Witness, Being the Most High 

Actions visualized within the Grand Divine Mind 

Beings consciously creating this space and time 

Rhymes silverlined for Gold Thrones 

Crowning Jewelz of our Royal Dome 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CrowneD 

 

O mystics drink only so much wine 

Anything more you must decline 

To the mystics, wine those who give 

May they with lovers forever live 

And to his lovers, a girl who’s kind 

An eternal bliss may the darling find 

The eyes, which lovers with arrows slay 

May they forever be happy and okay 

My lips, the victims of her prejudice 

May her juicy lips some day they kiss 

Her past lovers, my lady does disdain 

O may my lover never feel any pain 

My faults, the preacher’s do hate 

May they never be a victim of fate 

Since love has made me so renowned 

The girl I love deserves to be crowned  

Your heart’s my crown your love’s mine now 

 

 

 



 

Dalai Lama 

 

AmiRimA hip-hop’s Dalai Lama 

Perform Mystical Spiritual Rituals 

Published Prince with Royalty, yeah 

Lyrics uplift spirits with this gift of gab 

Fill in the blanks to bridge the gaps 

Provide demands supply the lack 

Got the knack for Godly Raps 

Call all the facts truth of my acts 

Up in the lab down on my pad 

Not to brag love’s my swag 

Yeah, and Life’s my brand 

In my bag I got racks and bands 

For more fans of Kiam and Kash 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Darkest Dayz 

 

I will be there in your darkest hour 

I’ll show you the light, I’ll show you the light 

I will be there on your worst days 

I’ll be by your side, by your side 

I’ll be there in your darkest hour show you the light 

I’ll be there on your worst days by your side 

I’ll be there in your worst hours by your side 

I’ll be there on your darkest days show you the light 

I will be by your side, I’ll give you good times 

I’ll pay you my mind, I will show you the light 

I will be there in your darkest hour 

I’ll show you the light, I’ll show you the light 

I will be there on your worst days 

I’ll be by your side, by your side 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DarLing 

 

O my lovely sweetheart (sweetheart) 

O my dearly beloved (dearly beloved) 

Did you know that (right) 

A man with a past (life) 

Hu’s seeking a future (time) 

Is running toward you (fast) 

Darling do you even realize (that) 

I see all the stars in your eyes (and) 

Your leaving me has driven me crazy (mad) 

Darling, you know you’re a real lady (yeah) 

Baby, maybe you already know that (yeah) 

Losing you feels like being stabbed (damn) 

In the back with a dagger to the heart (front)  

Heart and Head filled with mud and blood (yup)   

Darling, I praise you like fins of dolphins (rite) 

Writing your image on the sea of passion (lite) 

I am so very proud of you my love (be bold) 

Like the wings of a white dove above (below) 

Casts the bow of love into our hearts (behold) 

Like an arrow that Venus has shot (angle) 

In flight high from your pure love (angel) 

Nights spent together with pure love (halo)  

(Darling) Darling, I praise you my one true love 

(Darling) Darling, I praise you my one true love 

 

 



 

Dear 

 

Religion was the path you’re following 

Doubt you ascetic if you seek certainty  

The deer lives in fear of being hunted 

Unlovingly release the arrow hunter 

River you think so much of the sea 

Everywhere you go will be earthly 

The moon glanced at the sun to shine 

When you become a mirror see the light 

Reason don’t say love is what you believe 

Love where are you to see your real being 

Both the heavy firewood of hell burning 

And the light shade of heavenly gardening 

LOVE! You’re Life’s Only Valuable Experience 

From the simplest form to the most complex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Dears 

 

The mirror was surprised, I thought it was you 

The moon in hiding from sight, I thought of you 

There were footprints behind the redwoods, true 

The deers were bewildered, I thought it was you 

The restless winds of loving days continually blew 

Where there were disheveled hair, I thought of you 

The hair’s shadow cloud-like left hell out of the blue 

Another fire turned into the garden, I thought of you 

The winds pulled the skirt from the grasp of the flowers 

The lotus scent spread, I thought it was from your power 

As flowers in the garden, in your sadness I offered a rose 

Your bud became so flabbergasted, I opened up and spoke 

You saw a dead being under your feet you were sure it’s me 

Then it became a shadow of a guest, and I thought it was she 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DeJaVu 

 

Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling 

Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling 

 

Truth Silently listening 

Essential reminiscence 

Epiphanies expressions 

Illuminations relevance 

Luminaries Revelations 

The Mystique musicians speak 

Intrigue of politicians is cheap 

Members remembering Being 

Consciously Unifying Existence 

Locations global destinations 

Dancing for total abundance 

Involving resolves each evolving 

Women/men’s worlds revolving 

Uncover Love for us Lovers to recover 

Discovering the Beloved in one another 

 

Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling 

Nostalgic Deja Vu feeling 

 

 



DeLuxe 

 

Come and pass me the weed 

A simple game love seemed 

When I’d first encountered it 

Then difficulties I experienced 

In longing for the musky scent 

Such blood wells in lover’s chests 

The breeze brings forth from her hair 

Offering us much suffering and despair 

What can truly ensure my happiness 

At love’s stage in my drunken madness 

When every instant within each start 

Leaving us longing for our sweetheart 

The true initiates when offered love 

Wouldn’t be intimates refusing love 

Pilgrims are known to play their part 

Wisdom’s shown the way to our heart 

Vision shows us sights of the Sought 

Decision knows rights from wrongs 

The Beloved we want to unite 

No, we won’t be able to find 

Til we leave the world behind  

Will we really self-actualize 

 



DescenD 

 

I made a far journey 

Earth’s fair cities to view, 

But like to love’s city 

City none I knew 

At first I knew not 

That city’s worth, 

And turned in my folly 

A wanderer on earth 

From so sweet a country 

I must needs pass,  

Blazed on every grass 

What voice in this world 

To my ear has come 

Save the voice of love 

Was a tapped drum 

Yet for that drum-tap 

From the world of All 

Into this perishing 

Land I did fall 

That wine was laughter 

And grace to sip 

Like a rose I tasted 

Without throat or lip 

 



Expedition 

 

Spirit, go a journey 

Love’s voice said: 

Lo, a home of travail 

I have made 

Even now as I shrink 

To be gone from here, 

Even so then 

To part I did fear 

Spirit, go thy way 

Love called again 

And I shall be ever near 

Than your neck’s vein 

Much did love enchant me 

And made much guile; 

Love’s guile and enchantment 

Captured me all the while  

Now I would tell 

How you may have come 

But ah, my pen is broken 

And now I am Done 

 

 

 

 



Did You Know? 

 

How do you know 

You don’t love me no more 

How did I know 

I didn’t trust you no more 

When did you know 

You didn’t love me no more 

Then did I know 

I didn’t trust you no more 

Then did I know 

I didn’t love you no more 

When did I know  

You didn’t trust me no more 

When did you know 

I didn’t love you no more 

How do you know 

You don’t love me no more 

How did I know 

I didn’t trust you no more 

When did you know 

You didn’t love me no more 

Then did I know 

I didn’t trust you no more 

Then did I know 

I didn’t love you no more 

When did I know  

You didn’t trust me no more 

When did you know 

I didn’t love you no more 

 



Different 

 

Nothing was ever the same 

Other than everyone’s name 

What else hangs from the chain 

What’s your claim to fame? 

Uh, from the cradle to the grave 

Yeah, with no pain you get no gain 

How many graces have you stated? 

What stakes have you really raised? 

What games have you even changed? 

What states have you really attained? 

Yo, that’s fate and you create it 

So, what shape have you stayed in? 

How much weight have you managed? 

In what ways have you needed challenge, 

To be what it takes for you to imagine? 

It’s what makes you feel so balanced! 

Is to wake up from a trance 

In the gaze of abundance 

Ends the trace of famine 

Just the way we’ve fathomed 

 



 

DimePiece 

 

You’ve been on my mind, You’ve been on my mental 

Put you in a place you on my mantle piece 

Don’t you make me go and get all sentimental 

Baby you’re a dime, you’re a masterpiece 

Baby you’re a dime, you’re a masterpiece 

Lady you’re a nine, you’re a masterpiece 

Daily on the grind to master peace 

Deeply in the night master to please 

Feel free in the light answer me please 

Feel free in yo mind to master peace 

Real free in yo time to answer me 

Clearly keep me in yo mind answer me 

You’ve been on my mind, You’ve been on my mental 

Put you in a place you on my mantle piece 

Don’t you make me go and get all sentimental 

Baby you’re a dime, you’re a masterpiece 

 

 

 

 



Discover 

 

I’ll build a row-boat 

With hopes it’ll float 

To sail away from shore 

And see more of the world 

In search of being more 

Aware than I was before 

Of what is beyond the shore 

I have to sail away and roam 

Like a nomad across the globe 

To know where I’ll call my home 

And where I feel loved the most  

There I’ll feel welcomed the most  

Where can I find peace in my soul, 

Within a world so divided and torn? 

Wisdom works to unite all life forms 

In the Lord’s Kingdom we feel at home!   

  We got to leave what we’ve known 

In order to discover other worlds…. 

 

 

 



DiviNation 

 

In the wine’s sparkle mystics know hidden mysteries  

Every being’s essence can be seen through this ruby  

The true value of the garden the birds of dawn know  

Truly not everyone that can read, its meaning shows  

O thou that learns Love’s Verse from Reason’s Book!  

We don’t reach results by studying, have another look!  

Bring wine! The world’s garden doesn’t boast of flowers  

The one the wind’s thief deemed lunacy was a Knower  

I offered both worlds the price of my working heart  

Other than your lasting love, everything else parts  

Stones, roses, or clay are made with auspicious glances  

Hu knows the value of life’s breath, mystically dances  

Since then, the time has passed when I judged people  

For when beings are really in love, they all feel equal  

The Beloved doesn’t consider ease as time’s concern  

On our behalf we shouldn’t be the one’s concerned!  

Lyrical jewels pour out the Divine Mind of Poets,  

Hu’s Known to have direct effects on his subjects 

 

 

 



 

Good Times 

 

What’s more joyous love’s pleasures or life’s conversations?     

Where’s the Provider? I ask what’s the use of expectation?  

Therefore, any good time in consequence will be just fine  

Nobody’s knowledge can ever know the Knower of Life  

The chain or link of life is bound by a very, very fine line  

Feel your own sorrow, why wallow in the grief of time?  

Where’s the Water of Life in the Garden of Paradise?  

What’s there save the stream bank of the savory wine?  

Both hidden and revealed are all one family in disguise  

Who should we give our hearts to? Are we able to decide?  

Concealed secrets behind veils, thus spoke the silent sky?  

Pretender! Put differences between screen-holder behind!  

If the mistake and fault of servants are their prestige,  

Then what’s the meaning of Lord’s Merciful Kindness?  

The ascetic desired the Divine Wine and Rima a chalice,  

Let’s see, what are the differences between these choices. 

 

 

 

 



 

I Don’t Care 

 

I don’t care what y’all say 

If it ain’t right, then it ain’t right 

You know I play no games 

Whole squad looking like cash now 

It don’t mean a thang 

Where we used to roll back in the day 

But some things done changed 

I don’t care what y’all say 

If it ain’t right, then it ain’t right 

You know I play no games 

Whole squad looking like cash now 

It don’t mean a thang 

Where we used to roll back in the day 

But some things done changed 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Don’t Hurt Me 

 

If you Love Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Trust Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

 

If you Love Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Trust Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Want Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Fuck Me 

Please, Don’t Burn Me 

If you Hug Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Trust Me  

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Love Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

 

If you Love Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

If you Trust Me 

Please, Don’t Hurt Me 

 

 



 

Down For Me 

 

Are you down for me? 

Are you down to meet? 

Are you around to meet? 

How about now you free? 

How about you come to me? 

That sounds good to hear 

Love found moods to feel 

Trust bound truth to be 

Honesty from you and me 

Truthfulness of you and me 

Responsibility from you and me 

Lovingness from you and me 

Belongingness of you and me 

Togetherness of you and me 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dream On 

 

Pursuing general interests 

Pulling for mutual respect 

Pushing for mutual affection 

Politicking or social promotion 

Beaches N Green Scenes 

Bitches Freaks N Queens 

La La land Cali dreaming  

And Allah willing means 

Allies giving loving feelings 

Real Love living in All Beings 

Seek one feel more emotions 

Hear one think less thoughts 

Get along build strong bonds 

Begun to Become and be gone 

Freedom to trust and be loved 

Kingdom of lovers and Beloved 

Brothers Fathers Mothers Sisters  

Man and Woman Miss and Mister 

 

 

 



 

Dreams of Loving 

 

 

Eternally searching for lives 

The Truth buries the lies 

Hiding in the cloudy mind 

Where's justice to the blind 

Themselves seek to justify! 

There is no Truth to find 

Where to see the Light 

To those short of sight 

The Need to be Right 

Never Frees the Mind 

Then why do we confine 

Risks daring us to be Alive 

Taking us to the other side 

Of the beliefs we've defined 

To change our dream of life 

Will sees a need to decide 

 As Love Agrees to become Free 

Dreams always seem within Reach 

 

 

 

 



 

Drug Of Love 

 

Love is life and life is living 

Living is love and love is giving 

Giving and receiving is like breathing 

When we live to give love 

it gives our life meaning 

When we live to give love 

There’s no better feeling 

It’s a feeling of kindness 

That this love’s inside us 

Nobody could sell or try to buy this 

Cause love is priceless and its righteous 

It lifts us up to ignites us and it guides us 

Love can bind us and it can remind us 

Love has no limit because love is timeless! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Love Note 

 

If you don’t have someone to love, 

Why aren’t you looking? 

And if you’ve found someone to love, 

Why aren’t you dancing for joy? 

And if your companion doesn’t suit you, 

Why don’t you become like them? 

And if the reed flute won’t cry out, 

Why don’t you learn how to play it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Each 1 Teach 1 

 

Got the munchies for dope productions 

Rhyming truth my sweet tooth functions 

Definition of success your consumption 

Precisely presenting love's expression 

Will eternity be given an extension? 

Committed granted with perseverance 

Education’s graduation’s living selflessly 

Fired up to work, how can you hire me? 

Paying no mind while you buy my styles 

Swallowed pride, egos shrink with time 

Spiritually driving vehicles of desire 

Thriving witnesses inspired to arrive 

Loving heart’s flowing Life’s Art 

Involves Each One Teaching One 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Effortless Efficiency 

 

Our every atom’s eavesdropping 

Each eye peeping Tom’s under lids 

With conversation gaps are bridged 

In imagination souls are given wings 

Everything’s created from perception 

Your perspective experiences processes 

Begin identifying the spirits existence 

Soul's Evolution leads towards progress 

Undercover lover’s playing sheet music 

G spots sing in the rain, notes climactic 

Soul Purpose increases consciousness 

Co-create independent relationships 

Self-sufficiently extend consciousness 

By sharing expand effortless efficiency…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EARTH STRONG 

 

Fate of the Aware Presences 

Evolving made for Ascension 

Takes Involving our Extensions 

Created to Resolve in Consequence, 

States just Dissolve, no Coincidence 

Simply Irresistible Total Acceptance 

Simply Respond Wholly Defenseless 

Conscious of Our Humane Conscience 

We’ll be Actively seeking Attractions 

While witnessing Passive Detachment 

Percent of possibilities to probabilities 

From Experiments form Experiences 

For Life’s Everlasting Expressions 

Co-Creating Abundance’s Destinies 

Yo, Live Strong Etherial Father 

Long Live, O Terrestrial Mother 

 

 

 

 

 



 

East West 

 

Up Down East to West 

Light Scribes in the flesh 

We the GOAT’s and the GOD’s 

But you don’t know about us 

And if you do you don’t want none 

Fuck it! We’ll just say you won 

Shahrokh giving me Persian lines 

And more fans besides 

He got my back this time 

Beast of the East in rhyme 

Transform like Optimus Prime 

Two kings flying like lions in lines of rhymes 

Striking like lightning inside your minds 

For you to focus on the bright side of life 

Just feel the positive vibes 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Be Easy 

 

Be easy money bagz 

Meet me honey gal 

Hear the lovely jazz 

Free the Godly Raps 

Lyrics talking man 

Rhythms walking past 

Listen to the facts 

Like sons of dad’s 

Styles I’m on Acid Rap Trance 

Now hallucinating on wax 

Flow sub-conscious tracks 

Hip to the Gnosis I adapt 

The diagnosis of my habitat 

Self-Aware tendencies influence 

Imagine only divine moments 

That past has predestined 

For our future to be lived 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Comfortable Company 

 

This modern metropolis 

Governed by conglomerates 

Brother’s lets negotiate 

Uncle’s lets co-operate 

Father’s farther the race 

Aunt’s assist the raise 

Mother’s labor the pain 

Sisters neighboring states 

Learning service is great 

Its earning provides pay 

This yearning mind state 

This burning heart’s fate 

Appealing favored thoughts seek company 

Pealing away layers souls speak comfortably 

 

 

 

 



 

Education 
 

Education actualizes all our potentials 

Real education gives us outer/inner wealth 

Right education is to bring us more health 

True education teaches you to be yourself 

Earth is a school to learn about ourselves 

We ultimately are an expression of cosmic intelligence 

We are here to show ourselves in thoughts, speech & deeds 

And through our daily lives we go through all kinds of experiences 

Experience means knowledge gained through tests 

Every experience in life is a set of tests 

To demonstrate our divinity in thought, words & action 

Passing tests of thinking, speaking & acting with love, self-mastery, wisdom 

We get to know ourselves and others on a deeper, closer level. 

The more we pass these tests the more we identify with our Divine Self 

The degree of total purification means graduation from planet Earth. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Giving Selflessly 

 

Being is crystallized truth 

Consciousness that moves 

Ascension’s Love’s flight 

Kids loving the child-like 

The unhurt innocent and pure 

Being closer to inherent nature 

Nurturing the soul’s sheer virtue 

Increasing the dose of our love 

Reveals the valued worth of us 

Silence doubt, listen to acceptance 

Practicing the quality of patience 

Privileged humans being authentic 

Extending permission’s principle 

The goal of our physical mission 

Visions memory benefits decisions 

Represents life's factual experience 

Selflessly giving Self to existence 

 

 



Energy Flow 

 

Check the energy flow 

If you know like I know  

All skin-folk Ain’t kin-folk 

Right words double the investment 

King washed double the profit 

Mind the law trouble never pays 

Life is ours coupled every day 

Time is yours love every second 

Light is ours like every moment 

Sight is yours look at the reflection 

High notes hooked up to presence 

Ripe words cooking the vine 

Fine for fermenting the mind 

I’m flowing like wine 

Love drunk free of mind 

Outpouring more refined 

Truth grows up on time 

 

 

 



EnCore 

 

Can I get an Encore 

Do you want more 

Like the R double O T S 

Check the energy flow 

If you know like I know 

You got to check the motto 

Trying luck on tickets of lotto 

Chips compliments of the casino 

Chicks consequence of the deniro 

Its common sense to be rollin’ 

Our conscience has been stolen 

By congressmen selling stamps & tokens 

Your consciousness needs to be awoken 

To process thoughts into senses spoken 

Time is yours spend every second 

Light is ours like every moment 

Sight is yours look at the reflection 

High notes hooked up to presence  

 

 

 



 

End of Time 

 

Said I need someone who could love me right 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

Said I want something real beyond one night 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

Said I seek somebody who’d love me for life 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

Said I love somebody who loves my mind 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

Said I’d keep someone who loves me right 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

Said I trust somebody who’d love me for life 

Until the End of Time, Until the End of Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOspellz 

 

G as I see myself like U 

O that I breathe like U 

7S’s haft-seen with U 

P plan dreams with U 

E Expand scenes with U 

L left-hands queen is U 

Godspells King in view 

Ghost flows things in view 

Toast hosts drinks in view 

Support folks links to view 

Promote smoke lighters too 

Endorse hope brighter in view 

Endorphins, serotonin in you 

End or begin, systems in you 

End or begin, wisdom is you 

End or begin, visions in you 

End to begin, rhythm is you 

And again, decisions up to you 

My friend’s visits, up to you 

Girlfriend responding thank you 

Servants responding Bless You 

 



Oracle 

 

Our Love’s Realization 

For Loving relations 

Building our nations 

Bonding civilizations 

A strong inclination 

Our song’s inspiration 

Beyond separation 

Income motivation 

Partial temptation 

General fixations 

Calm determination 

Becomes dedication 

Young one’s destination 

Are old folk’s locations 

Totem Pole activation  

Our roles association 

Our own innovation 

Outer world navigation 

All Souls aspirations 

Oracle’s divinations 

 

 



 

Existence 

 

Existence in Ultimate Reality is Oneness 

Human problems arise out of human self-consciousness 

self-consciousness gives everyone a feeling of being separate 

whatsoever we do will go wrong if it is based on separateness 

Self-consciousness gives us a feeling that we are the center 

and it makes us aware that we’re different from others 

being self-conscious causes the difference 

While we are asleep there is no difference 

because we are again merged with the universe 

as we lose our self and ego we unite with the universe 

Hence so much pleasure comes out of sleep 

we feel refreshed, rejuvenated, alive after sleep 

all death disappears when we’re not separate 

who or what’s going to die when we’re not separate? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Self-Knowledge 

 

When you come to know yourself 

then the whole existence will know yourself 

Not only will you be looking at existence 

looking back at you will be the whole existence 

because God is within and without 

The Creator is both inside and out 

in your self-knowledge you don’t feel lonely 

until you come to know yourself you feel lonely 

Your knowledge isn’t a solo thing it’s a symphony 

not being lonely in self-knowledge, existence is happy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Full Self-Expression 

 

 

Express Yourself fully 

Full Self-Expression 

 

Learn to live in a safe haven 

The Kingdom's created within 

Every day is a day of Judgment 

With no Apocalypse or Armageddon 

Astronomers increase measurements 

Philosophers reducing instruments 

This is a mystic's moral sustenance 

The world's a temporal consequence 

Our Fearless Third Eye witnesses 

The peerless meaning of Existence 

Integrated Soul's being one Essence 

In this holographic 5th Dimension 

Extending, Expanding 6th Senses 

Cosmically Intelligent Expressions 

 

Express Yourself fully 

Full Self-Expression 

 

 

 



Fall in Love 

 

How you gone fall in love 

Without me 

That relationship gone be tough, girl 

Without me 

We was all out of trust 

That’s how you trust in me 

This love is like a drug, girl 

Just wait and see 

How you gone fall in love 

Without me 

That relationship gone be tough, girl 

Without me 

We was all out of trust 

That’s how you trust in me 

This love is like a drug, girl 

Just wait and see 

 

 

 



Fallin 

 

Fallin’ to my knees 

Fallin’ winter asleep 

Spring rise to my feet 

I sing my poetry deep 

Rappin’ flows on beats 

That spoke for peace 

And wrote yo’ speech 

Those notes do speak 

These quotes do preach 

Those souls do reach 

These words so free 

That knows you’re me 

That shows our unity 

And comes thru surely 

And goes thru purely 

That wants you fully 

That loves you truly 

That trusts you fully 

And hugs you closely 

And humps you only 

Falling for you,  

I’ve fallen for you  

 



 

 

Far Away 

 

Ah, I’m so very far away 

But you pushed me away 

Why, you wouldn’t even say 

Why you wouldn’t let me stay 

You made me leave babe 

Yo, so I came back to L.A. 

Where I was born and raised 

See people hear I’m going places 

Weed legal here smoke’s blazing 

Drinks legal cheers toast making 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Long way from Home 

 

A long way from Home 

A long wait for my Ho, oH 

Sing along pray for more hope 

Rhythm of songs playing notes 

Sunshine rays worth pure gold 

Seashore waves winds form flows 

Opposite ends North to South pole 

Opposite sexes all for the Soul’s goal 

Progress the process for the road home 

Conscious of Oneness throne of the soul 

Cosmic Abundance is born of the Soul 

Authentic Freedom to perform our role 

Doesn’t need to control or be controlled 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Feel Complete 

 

Compete with nobody 

Complete with everybody 

Become rhythmical frequency 

Being released sequentially 

Energy exchanged Evenly 

That’s shared frequently  

Reciprocated mutually 

To give is to receive 

To forgive is to relieve 

The suffering you believed 

By associating or identifying 

Or relating to self-involving 

Real relations are resolving 

Freeing nations to be solving 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Forever Young 

 

My heart still hankers after her 

My past life haunts me still 

As strong as ever 

We said together we’ll grow old 

And I’ve grown old 

And she’s still young as ever 

My pretty dear you’re still too young 

To make the pilgrimage to Mecca and repent 

But if you feel the need to be a pilgrim 

Take my advice my dear it’s kindly meant 

Straddle my dick and ride it 

That can be your thousand pilgrimage equivalent 

Pussy remarked this dick’s a masterpiece 

They’ve hung the balls beneath it very nicely 

From tip to toe you say it’s as though 

They’ve obeyed my prerequisites precisely 

 

 

 

 



 

Reflections Of Essence 

 

You’re the sky and I’m earth 

Surprise it grows in my heart 

Your rain turns into rose gardens 

Only those pregnant know its burdens 

The twists and turns from side to side 

Til’ it gives birth to longing so sublime 

Turns senseless dust to beings so divine  

That’s the endless love of the Most High 

Love’s presence is why we’re all alive 

A message to stars I conceived last night 

A lesson of ours I received to pass time  

Words expressions achieved to rap rhymes 

In extension of goals I believe that’s right 

The reflection of souls I’ll receive as light 

The dimension of souls I believe that’s life 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Home-Sick 

 

Heartache lays the lover’s passion bare 

No other sickness may ever compare 

Love’s a malady apart, the symbols sign 

An astrolabe of mysteries sublimely Divine 

Whether of heavenly mold or worldly cast 

Love still does lead us beyond at the last  

Reason, explaining Love, usually flounders 

Like asses in mud, Love’s its own expounder 

Does not the Sun himself the Sun declare? 

Behold him! All the proof you seek is there 

The good you are set upon, whatever it be 

Its imperfection has been hid from thee 

For, every act of sin that’s left undone 

Its cause has shown you what to shun 

 

 

 

 

 



Free-Speech 

 

I’ll say it openly and be 

Happy to speak my mind 

I am the slave of love and I 

Have left both worlds behind 

I am a bird from paradise 

And can’t account for how 

I fell into this trap of troubles 

Where I must languish now 

I was an angel the highest court 

Of heaven was home to me 

Adam it was who brought me  

Here to this ruined monastery 

But heavenly shade the water there 

The angels’ proffered love 

Are all forgotten now and it’s 

Your street I’m dreaming of 

And on the tablets of my heart 

My friend’s tall stature written 

What can I do? My master’s lesson 

Was this and now I’m smitten 

No wise astrologer can tell  

What stars are assigned to me 

O God when mother earth bore me, 

What did the heavenly father decree? 

 



From Where 

 

Where are we from? 

Why did we come? 

What do we become? 

Is this just a light show? 

Will we go up in smoke? 

This must be a cosmic joke! 

Is this just my mind’s echo? 

Must I give just to let go? 

Adjust I must go with the flow 

In us we must trust 

We must trust in us 

For only God can judge 

Only Mankind can love 

Through woman we come 

Thru the world we become 

A memory soon to be forgotten 

The half-life of an afterthought  

Family of man All God’s children 

Strategy to plan for Love’s wisdom 

 

 



Day-Dreaming 

 

Rima’s Day dreams of 

Loving R&B Queen’s yup 

Wanting the best things uh 

Watching the interesting ya 

Acting and Resting yawn 

Rapping and Reflecting ya 

Dancing I’m perfecting moi 

Romancing & Protecting toi 

Advancing & Progressing wants 

Expanding our Consciousness 

Attracting Laws of Oneness 

Understanding causes of effects 

To examining the life I live 

Analyzing the times I’ve missed 

Identifying with wise mystics 

Rivers of rhymes in silent oceans 

Aligning spirits with minds open 

Life flows within and without us 

 

 



 

Gassed Up 

 

Who is this that got you all gassed up 

Changing your opinion on me 

I was only gone for the last few months 

You don’t have the time to wait on me 

I serve you downtown working on the radio 

You got something that belongs to me 

Your body language says it all 

Despite the things you said to me 

Who is this that got you all gassed up 

Changing your opinion on me 

I was only gone for the last few months 

You don’t have the time to wait on me 

I serve you downtown working on the all gassed up 

Changing your opinion on me 

I was only gone for the last few months 

You don’t have the time to wait on me 

I serve you downtown working on the radio 

You got something that belongs to me 

Your body language says it all 

Despite the things you said to me 

 



Pure-Refined 

 

What’s so funny 

That’s so funky 

Making money  

Dating honeys 

Playing Homey 

High is the Heavenly Sky 

Higher is the friendly flight 

I’m reminding the light  

Finding light in my mind 

I’m revising my sight 

Only minding what I like 

No comments are needed 

Not even a message, he’s us 

So, text send a dm or a pm 

Common Sense wanted 

Love’s Affection trusted 

Conscious Awareness shared 

Unified mind’s being prepared 

As Purified state’s feelings care 

Our Refined taste’s being there 

 



Full-Circle 

 

I just wanna flow from my soul 

I just want to come full-circle 

I’m just gonna become centered 

I’m just gonna go St. Elsewhere 

Like Gnarls Barkley’s Crazy 

Rhyme Bars & Keys Daily 

Carson Datsun needs savings 

God’s Sons want God’s Daughters 

Lonely kids want sisters, brothers 

Love songs want some romance 

Love bonds us All my fellows and  

Love longs to be picked to flower 

Love longs to be gifted and showered 

Start from giving gifts right from home 

The Art of Living gives from our Soul 

The part of receiving enriches us all 

I just wanna flow from my soul 

I just want to come full-circle 

 

 



 

GeneSis 

 

Genesis, Gene Sis, Treat miss, Eat this  

But only if she insists, me won’t resist 

First, we appeared in the realm inanimate 

Then we came into the world of the plants 

For a very long time we were the plant life 

What we had been then we went on high 

Then turning into animal’s existence  

We don’t remember the life vegetive 

Save when we feel moved with desire 

Towards it in the season of sweet vines 

As babes seek the breast not knowing why 

Though it was needed to give us our lives 

For us names and shapes came into space 

At the Genesis when we were all the same 

 

 

 

 



 

Spiritual Mystical Senses 

 

For if I would tell you those mystical expressions 

You would lose yourself in spiritual selflessness 

I am seeking for that sacred placeless space 

That witnessing being of all forms and shapes 

Present before primordial archetypical names 

Before there was any signs of forms and shapes 

That’s the nameless essence that can’t be named 

It’s like the traceless presence that can’t be traced 

God evades being given definite shapes in any space 

Love creates life to take itself out of time and space 

Disregarding numbers speak the language of Soul  

Colorless purity’s a quality rooted in the True Work 

The Sun’s on the sky’s throne higher than any Being 

Before which my rhymes are ready more than willing 

 

 

 

 



 

Not Indifferent 

 

I need a direct injection 

Of intravenous confection 

Sent to those silent synapses 

Responsible for these lapses 

Of momentary sick sadness 

Or sudden moans of madness 

Free from mental hibernation 

Alive are our senses fascination 

Lift me from my darkened cell 

Out of the gloom I know too well 

Let my broken heart love anew 

Let my burning soul shine through 

Not indifferent but comfortably different 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Love, Peace & Happiness 

 

Won’t you get it in your head 

Got things to get off my chest 

I’ll stop at nothing to express 

I want everything for my friends 

And I’m not done taking requests 

Cause I wish you all the very best 

I want us to live a life that’s blessed 

I wish we’d forgive more forget less 

I want us all to live with less regrets 

I want us all to live with less stress 

We all need love, peace and happiness 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Getting There Together 

 

Dreaming thinking in sleep 

Seeing things and beings 

Meeting for freeing the need 

For the fear of greed is leaving 

Those dear all seek more peace 

Those near all reach to agree 

Folks here all teach the angry 

Soul’s freer all feel more happy 

World seer’s all need the money 

Road’s clear a seat for my honey 

Forms nearer only need be loving 

Born leaders only be understanding 

Only Creator will be the one judging 

Holy Creatures are the one’s loving 

Lordly features be what we’re wanting 

World seekers still needing something 

Together we’re getting there, Altogether 

 

 



 

Love Doesn’t Possess 

 

Conscious of the Sub-conscious 

Oneness is our Abundance 

Selfless in our services 

Selfish with our purpose 

Endless is our experience 

Relentless in our experiments 

Reference this for evidence 

Preference is for relevance 

Performance will be perfected 

Romance will also be expected 

Slow dance is what’s up next 

Hold hands it’s love that’s felt 

Mold plans with no love a regret 

Goal expands with love we ascend 

Gal laughs with love we’re blessed 

The guy replies love never possesses 

 

 

 



 

Reverse the Curse 

 

You never know when we converse 

Whose path we’ll happen to traverse 

Can anyone really be that perverse 

To willy nilly cast out a nasty curse 

To chant for effects brutally adverse 

With implications bitterly diverse 

An evil voodoo spell I must reverse 

Boils, hives, warts somehow inverse 

I throw on a coat and grab my purse 

Head off to see a doctor or a nurse 

In remedies I’m willing to immerse 

Medical bills disburse then reimburse 

I hope to feel better but I feel worse 

Suspecting I may be losing my nerves 

Let me sing my song or write a verse 

And leave my mark on this universe 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Get What You Give 

 

My wisdom spans over thousands of years 

Genres generated from much greater Gods 

But do not bid me your generous cheer 

For fools place on others their own odds 

But it’s true I’ve gone here and there 

My muses range from ancients to peers 

Yet do not mock me for the secrets I share 

How would I greet you? In silence and tears 

Before you judge, one more for you to hear 

The songs title is from a friend I hold dear 

Yeah, it is what it is you get what you give 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Give Love 

 

Once upon a time 

Somewhere in life 

Deep inside the mind 

Seek to find the light 

See the night will shine 

Speak the light into life 

Feeling vibes, Speaking rhymes 

Seeing sights, Freeing minds 

Feeling fine, Reaching heights 

Treat them nice you’ll be liked 

She spent the night by my side 

It felt so right by her side 

I hit it twice once from behind 

I did it thrice no I’m not one time 

Sex no sin, we committed no crime 

Let’s all win giving good times 

Let’s all win living good lives 

We saw the sunrise in our eyes 

We saw the sunshine on our minds 

We want the fun times to arrive 

We want the fun times to decide 

We got to love life at all times 

We gotta give love to all life 

We gonna give love to all life 

 

 



 

Gift to You 

 

I need to give to you 

I seek to live thru you 

Yo, I feel what you go through 

So, keep loving all that you do 

Being happy with what you do  

Seeing that you are doing you  

By hearing that I will continue 

Reaching back for your truth 

Agreeing to pacts for more use 

Freedom in actions is a virtue 

Your reaction just shows you 

Speaking raps in groovy tunes 

Peace in fact is good for you 

I need to give to you 

I seek to live thru you 

 

 

 



Gazes & Glances 

 

You can be the light of my nights 

And, yes life can have better times 

You and I are in the sea and sky 

For all of us here are passing by 

I really need you to speak and reply 

Much more than just once in a while 

At the sunset of fading clouds, I smile 

But please don’t bring tears to my eyes 

Look, as simple pleasures come to sight 

Took simple measures to have me in mind 

How colorless and lifeless are these lines 

Your presence gives meaning to my rhymes 

Once more my poetry is seeking its flight 

If I’m a bird you’re the wings I need to fly  

Your amorous glance kills all my false pride 

You always give good vibes making me high 

I love taking risks with you by my side, 

Beloved I’m dangerously in love with life  

 

 



God’s Great 

 

God’s Great 

Love Creates 

God’s Good 

Love’s Pure 

God’s Sure 

Love’s True 

True Love 

Love Won 

True One 

Two in One 

Two forms 

One Soul 

Soul Mates 

Twin Flames 

No pain, No gain 

Goal’s Aims 

Goal’s Attained 

World’s Fate 

World’s Games 

Roles Played 

Lord’s Praised 

 

 



GOD’s PLAN 

 

This one’s for all the brother-in-law’s, sister-in-law’s 

God Mother’s and God Father’s 

 

I’ve loved you in numberless forms, countless times, 

Always, in age after age, Forever, in life after life 

My spellbound heart has made/remade the necklace of songs, 

You take as a gift, wear round your neck in your many bonds 

In life after life, always, in age after age, forever. 

I hear stories of love, tell tales of being together. 

As I stare on and on into the past, in the end you arrive, 

In the light of a pole-star piercing the darkness of time: 

You become an image of what is remembered forever. 

We’ve floated here on streams bringing us together. 

In the heart of time, love of one for another. 

We have played alongside millions of lovers,  

Shared the same sweetness of meeting, 

Shared the same bitterness of leaving… 

Old love that continues to renew 

Today it has found its end in you. 

The love of all man’s days both past and forever: 

Universal life, universal trials, universal pleasure. 

The memories of all loves saving our treasure 

And the songs of every poet past and forever. 

 



 

Gone 

 

It takes so long to get back home, I know we Gonna  

Fight that’s the way I know that the love has Gone 

 

Yeah I know how to write a song  

Yeah I know how to recite a song 

Yeah I show how to right a wrong 

Yeah I show how the rite’s flowing 

Yeah I flow now the nights are long 

Yeah we grow how the vibe is strong 

Yeah we home now the drive is bond 

Yeah we boned now the high is gone 

Yeah I’m stoned now the lights are on 

In a zone now the heights are so long 

In my mode now the fights are done 

Mark my words how the wait has gone 

 

 

 

 



Good Mood 

 

Improve your mood lady 

Include our youth baby 

Assume your move daily 

Resume our groove crazy 

In tune to soothe say maybe 

Fine tuned for smooth sailing 

Infused with the fumes raising 

Induced with moods changing 

Improve attitudes exchanging 

True aptitudes we’re creating 

Proof’s gratitude we’re attaining 

Roof’s altitude we’re grazing 

Pool’s latitude we’re chasing  

Sure magnitude we’re gaining 

True gratitude keeps making 

Your attitude needs changing 

 

Here for Good Moods lady 

Here for Good Moods baby 

Here for Good Moods daily  

 



 

Got it! 

 

Lady I got it! Baby I want it! 

You make me confess 

My lady my goddess 

My baby you’re wanted 

For robbing my heart 

You abducted my soul 

Killed all other thoughts 

You’ve filled other’s spots 

G-thang hangs by a G-strang 

String theory or relativity 

Relating to your gravity 

Magnetized Laws Attracting 

Mesmerized Love Matching 

Hypnotized while Love Making 

Stripped of lies fucking naked  

Lady my Goddess! My baby God Bless! 

 

 

 



Holy Grail 

 

Grace stated is Faith 

Faith is a state attained 

Prayers co-create our Fate 

Fate is created by your state 

States change in stages or phases 

Stakes of the game had to be raised 

Safe to say we don’t stay in place 

Change of age we gone stay in shape 

Praise the way become a saint or sage 

Embrace day for night to caress your shape 

Face the change foresight gaze ahead trail 

Make Merry for Marry to be Hailed 

Post carrying mail Fedex, UPS or DHL 

Fairy tales of Heads over Heels for Tails 

Love’s drunken state is worshipping 

Others can’t relate with overthinking  

 


